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News - behind the Lens
[image: Screenshot 2024 03 19 at 11.27.46]


								Night in Skopje
							

								
									A young Macedonian couple replays a magical night exploring the city together under the glowing lights of Skopje through a series…
							




[image: P1003295]


								Camerimage Seminar: Optical Design: Art,…
							

								
									Lenses are the paintbrushes that directors of photography use to present stories of all shapes and sizes, to create worlds that…
							




[image: Hugo et Red 1]


								DELIVERY OF LEITZ HUGO CINE LENSES…
							

								
									The much anticipated Leitz HUGO cine lenses from Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH have begun delivery with two sets arriving at rental…
							





				Load More
			









Shot with Leitz
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[image: on the roam 2024]


									
											Shot with SUMMICRON-C
										
								

								On the Roam
							
2024 | series


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: the zone of interest sqqqhvnv]


									
											Shot with M 0.8
										
								

								The Zone of Interest
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: berlin 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Berlin
							
2023 | series


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: the killer 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								The Killer
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: in liebe eure hilde 2024]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								From Hilde with Love
							
2024 | movie



									Read more
								




[image: the falling star iriit6b6]


									
											Shot with THALIA
										
								

								The Falling Star
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: horizon an american saga chapter1 2024]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Horizon: An American Saga - Chapter 1
							
2024 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: temps mort 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Temps mort
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: sas rogue heroes 2022]


									
											Shot with HUGO
										
								

								Rogue Heroes
							
2022-2024 | series


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: aerials 2016]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Aerials
							
2016 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: las iguanas 2021]


									
											Shot with SUMMICRON-C
										
								

								Las Iguanas
							
2021 | series


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: sons of the neon night 2021]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Sons of the Neon Night
							
2021 | movie



									Read more
								




[image: a gentleman in moscow 2024]


									
											Shot with SUMMICRON-C
										
								

								A Gentleman in Moscow
							
2024 | series


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: road house 2024]


									
											Shot with M 0.8
										
								

								Road House
							
2024 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: l apos empire 2024]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								The Empire
							
2024 | movie
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[image: supersex 2023]


									
											Shot with LEITZ PRIME
										
								

								Supersex
							
2023 | series



									Read more
								





                LAW AND ORDER TORONTO: CRIMINAL INTENT
                Coming soon

Shot with

                
                        SUMMILUX-C
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                        leitz-cine.com
                    







								LAW AND ORDER TORONTO: CRIMINAL INTENT
							
feature


            Watch Trailer
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[image: chien et chat 2024]


									
											Shot with LEITZ PRIME
										
								

								Chien et chat
							
2024 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: l apos enchanteur 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								L'ENCHANTEUR
							
2023 | TV movie



									Read more
								




[image: la bete 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								The Beast
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: operation portugal2 la vie de chateau 2024]


									
											Shot with M 0.8
										
								

								L'OPERATION PORTUGAL 2 | LA VIE DE…
							
2024 | feature


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: tout cela je te le donnerai 2024]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								TOUT CELA JE TE DONNERAI
							
2024 | TV series


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: ma part de gaulois 2024]


									
											Shot with SUMMICRON-C
										
								

								Ma part de Gaulois
							
2024 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: sous le vent des marquises 2024]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Sous le vent des Marquises
							
2024 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: the underdoggs 2024]


									
											Shot with SUMMICRON-C
										
								

								The Underdoggs
							
2024 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: exhibiting forgiveness 2024]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Exhibiting Forgiveness
							
2024 | movie



									Read more
								




[image: le bonheur est pour demain 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMICRON-C
										
								

								Le bonheur est pour demain
							
2023 | movie



									Read more
								




[image: the boys in the boat 2023]


									
											Shot with LEITZ PRIME
										
								

								The Boys in the Boat
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: biester 2024]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								BIESTER
							
2024 | TV series


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: lee 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Lee
							
2023 | movie



									Read more
								




[image: wonka 2023]


									
											Shot with LEITZ PRIME
										
								

								Wonka
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
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[image: batiment5 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Les Indésirables
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: mere indigne 2023]


									
											Shot with LEITZ PRIME
										
								

								Mère indigne
							
2023 | series



									Read more
								




[image: candy cane lane x8oj68lv]


									
											Shot with M 0.8
										
								

								Candy Cane Lane
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: la caja de arena 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMICRON-C
										
								

								LA CAJA DE ARENA
							
2023 | TV series


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: dashing through the snow 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Dashing Through the Snow
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: nin siu yat gei 2023]


									
											Shot with M 0.8
										
								

								Time Still Turns the Pages
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: la passion de dodin bouffant 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								The Taste of Things
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: 1883 the bass reeves story 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Bass Reeves
							
2023 | series


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: madden 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMICRON-C
										
								

								Madden
							
2023 | movie
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[image: le syndrome des amours passees 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Le syndrome des amours passées
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: l apos histoire racontee par des chaussettes le film 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMICRON-C
										
								

								L'Histoire racontée par des chaussettes,…
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: camino de la suerte 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Camino de la suerte
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: emergency 2024]


									
											Shot with LEITZ PRIME
										
								

								Emergency
							
2024 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: awareness 2023]


									
											Shot with THALIA
										
								

								Awareness
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
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[image: kos 2023]


									
											Shot with M 0.8
										
								

								Kos
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: passages 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Passages
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: day of the fight 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Day of the Fight
							
2023 | movie



									Read more
								




[image: ezra 2023]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Ezra
							
2023 | movie


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
								




[image: skymed 2022]


									
											Shot with SUMMILUX-C
										
								

								Skymed
							
2022 | series


            Watch Trailer
        

									Read more
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Semaine de la Critique | Festival de Cannes


						Cannes, France
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ELSIE
CHARAKTER by Design

						Learn more
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Find lenses near you
Find dealers in your area to rent or buy our lenses.



	Rent
	Buy


Products

Search
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Street Name
ZIP City
Country
Route berechnen
+43 4268 0000www.website.at
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###state### ###country###
 
Directions
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###text###
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LEITZ PRIME
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ELSIE

										Learn more
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HUGO

										Learn more
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THALIA

										Learn more
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THALIA-T
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THALIA MAKRO

										Learn more
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M 0.8
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LEITZ ZOOM

										Learn more
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SUMMILUX-C
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SUMMICRON-C
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HENRI
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MACROLUX 114

										Learn more
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MACROLUX 95
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STEP-DOWN RING Ø 114 mm → Ø 95 mm

										Learn more
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STEP-DOWN RING Ø 114 mm → Ø 110 mm

										Learn more
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M MOUNT SONY VENICE

										Learn more
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LPL MOUNT SONY VENICE
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L to PL | L to LPL
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LPL to PL
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Interviews
[image: ben richardson 4639]


							
							
								
							

							Ben Richardson							
							
								|
								1923 (2022)
							
						

							SEARCHING FOR THE “ALWAYS ANSWER” WITH BEN RICHARDSON, ASC AND LEITZ SUMMILUX-C LENSES
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							Yves Cape							
							
								|
								Memory (2023)
							
						

							ON “MEMORY” CINEMATOGRAPHER YVES CAPE, AFC LETS THE SCRIPT TELL THE STORY
						




[image: lukasz zal 7994]


							
							

							Lukasz Zal							
							
								|
								The Zone of Interest (2023)
							
						

							LUKASZ ZAL, PSC CAPTURES THE ZONE OF INTEREST WITH LEITZ M 0.8 LENSES
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Europe
Uwe Biel
Regional Sales Manager EMEA
uwe.biel(at)leitz-cine.com


EMEA | India
Kevan Parker
Regional Sales Manager EMEA | India
kevan.parker(at)leitz-cine.com


Greater China

大中華地區
Po Ming-Kwong Liu

廖銘光
Regional Sales Manager Greater China

銷售經理 大中華地區
mk.liu(at)leitz-cine.com


Asia Pacific
Osamu Tsukada
Regional Sales Manager Asia Pacific
osamu.tsukada(at)leitz-cine.com


Americas
Ben Ross
Regional Sales Manager Americas
ben.ross(at)leitz-cine.com
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PASSION FOR MOVING IMAGES


Dedicated designer and manufacturer of LEITZ  branded high-end cine lenses, made in Germany.
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